Cell division cycle of cultured neural precursor cells from Drosophila.
In Drosophila neuroblast cells, which give rise to the embryonic nervous system, undergo a limited number of asymmetric cell divisions. These cell lineages result in the formation of clusters of neurons when neuroblasts are isolated and cultured. A significant proportion of these neural cell clusters (NCC) arise from individual precursor cells. The formation of NCC containing more than two neurons is repressed when DNA synthesis is inhibited. Cell division during NCC development was examined by [3H]thymidine autoradiography. The pattern of DNA synthesis by neural cells was that expected based on observations in situ. The pattern in individual NCC was consistent with single precursor origins for more than 80% of NCC, under our conditions of culture. Based on this, we show that the largest neural precursors at gastrulation undergo the most cell divisions in culture. The neuroblast cell division cycle averages approximately 1.5 hr, and is similar to that of blastoderm cells.